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Abstract

A high resolution (8 Mev FWHM) spectrometer was used to

obtain mass spectra  of  the  A2   and f° mesons.     The mass spectra

of both resonances were fit well by simple Breit-Wigner shapes.

For the f° meson, the Breit-Wigner shape was definitely favored

over a dipole shape, the confidence levels being 92% and 5%,

respectively.
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There has been considerable controversv, based on differing experi-

mental data, on the question of whether or not the mass spectrum of the

1/
A2 meson is split into two separate peaks.-  To further complicate the

2Iissue, there  have  been two experimental results published- indicating  a

two peak structure in the mass spectrum of the f° meson, a member of the

P+same SU(3) nonet  (J  =2) .   We have measured the mass spectra of the f°

and A  mesons   in the reactions   T-p  +  n  7T-   and   -p  +  n +Tr-Tr°   at   4.5  Gev/c

incident beam momentum.  The experiment was performed at the Argonne

National Laboratory ZGS using a neutron time-of-flight missing-mass

spectrometer and optical spark chambers.  A more detailed description

will appear elsewhere.

The apparatus is shown schematicallv in Fig. 1.  The beam transport

system (not shown) contained a fifteen-element momentum hodoscope  at  the

fi st focus, followed by quadrupoles and a bending magnet.  Near the

target region, the beam passed through beam-defining counters Bl 82'

and HA (hole anti), two multiwire proportional counters (MWPC) and the

liquid hydrogen target, with a focus occurring at BA, the beam anticounter.

The trigger requirement of two outgoing charged particles was deter-

mined by an array of 24 horizontal scintillation counters (A-hodoscope).

The remaining area around the target was covered by a box of anti-counters

which vetoed events with additional unobserved charged products.

Low-mass optical spark chambers were used to record the outgoing

charged tracks.  Beyond these chamberr were two steel-plate optical spark

chambers, used to record showers induced by the two gamma rays resulting    ,

from A° decavs.  Recoil neutrons were detected in an array of 52 neutron

counters employing blocks of plastic scintillator 11 cm wide by 20 cm high
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by 30 cm deep.  The counters were arranged on a movable dolly in 13

vertical columns of 4 counters each, at a distance of 20 m from the target.

The event trigger required that a neutron be detected in the time interval

of.70 to 200 ns after the beam particle candidate arrived at the target.

Data was collected for a range in the polar angle of the recoil neutron

between 34.5° and 57.5°.  This range provided a uniform acceptance for

events with missing masses from 1040 to 1450 Mev and with momentum trans-

fers   0. 15 < |t| <1.5 (GeV/c) 2. Two additional counters (spark chamber
i

anti's) yetoed events in which charged particles, interacting in the

shower chambers and with other surrounding material, were scattered into

the neutron counters.

When the requirements for an event trigger occurred, the spark

chambers were fired and photographed in tor and side views, and data,

-

including counter information and neutron time-of-flight, were written

onto magnetic tape bv a E 2 on-line computer.

The film was processed by DOLLY, an automatic film scanning and

measuring device developed at the University of Illinois.  DOLLY scanned

down 'the known positions of the spark chamber gaps and read out the loca-

tions of all sparks onto magnetic tape.  Pattern recognition programs

then located charged tracks and y-induced showers.  Accepted events were

required to have two charged tracks passing through the correct A-hodoscope
I

elements and extrapolating to a vertex in the target consistent with the

path  of the incident beam particle as determined  Sy  the  MWPC's.

Although the events were fit to kinematic. constraints, the mass

resolution was essentially that of a missing-mass spectrometer.  The

effective mass was determined by the momenta of the incident beam particle
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and the recoil neutron, and thus the mass resolution depended on the

measurement  of   1) the magnitude  of the incident beam momentum,   2)   the

angle between the incident beam pion and the recoil neutron, and 3) the

magnitude of the neutron momentum, as determined from its time-of-flight.

The rms accuracy in the measurement of the beam pion/neutron angle

was 1.75 mr.  This value includes the uncertainty in the direction of

the incident beam pion as determined by the MWPC's and multiple scattering

in the hydrogen target, as well as the uncertainty in the recoil neutron             e

direction as determined by the size of the nuetron detectors.

The time-of-flight resolution was obtained by investigating the

observed experimental width of the w° meson as a function of momentum

transfer in a separate data run taken at 2.5 Gev/c. A time-of-flight

resolution of (0.85t0.1) ns was obtained by requiring that the width

obtained for the w° resonance, after unfolding the mass resolution, be

the same in two data samples, one for events at low momentum transfers,

0.175 < |t| < 0.5(GeV/c)2, where the mass resolution was best, and one
2

for   events at higher momentum transfers ,0.5< |t| <0.7 5(G e V/c) , where

the resolution was most sensitive to the time-of-flight. This data also

provide4 a new measurement of the w° width, and is treated in more detail

4/elsewhere.-

Monte Carlo analvsis showed that the mass acceptance of the apparatus

was smooth in the mass region from 1040 MeV to 1450 MeV for momentum

transfers 0.15 <  |t| < 0.5(GeV/c)2,  and that the shape of the mass .

acceptance was insensitive to the decay angular distributions of the f°

and A° resonances.
2
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Events passing the two constraint hypothesis of the A A- fits in

the momentum transfer interval 0.15 < |t| < 0.5(GeV/c)2 are shown in

Fig. 2. Because the data were taken with the neutron counters in dif-

ferent overlapping positions, the events have been weighted to

correspond to a uniform coverage of the polar angle of the recoil

neutron.  The data were binned in 10 MeV intervals outside the f°

peak region (1185-1355 Mev) and in 5 Mev bins in the peak region.  The

mass resolution, also shown, was obtained by adding the Gaussian resolu-
§

tion functions for each event in the sample and has a value of 8 Mev

3/
FWHM.  The figure shows the best Breit-Wigner and dipole-  fits obtained

by folding in the mass resolution and employing a linear background.  The

widths of the curves were constrained in the fitting by adding a contribu-

2                                                2
tion of X  of the form [(r    - r )/Ar 1 . where r. is an

fit input input
'

input
2

inserted value.  Detailed results are given in Table I.  The X 's of

the Breit-Wigner and dipole fits are 39.9 and 71.5, respectively, for

54 degrees of freedom, corresponding to confidence levels of 92.1% and

5.4%.

5/         I
-           A quantity that has been used- as a measure of possible structure

in the A2 mass spectrum is the duplicity parameter, 6, the mass spectrum

being fit to the combination

F (M)    =6 x  dipole   +    (1-6 )x Breit-Wigner + background.

In fits with a combination of dipole and Breit-Wigner terms, it is

necessary to constrain the dipole width; if unconstrained, a too narrow

t

width allows for accommodation of bin-to-bin fluctuations„  Therefore,

we used a width T = (38t4)Mev, the value obtained in the best dipole fit.

The Breit-Wigner width was constrained as noted earlier.  We obtained a
i
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duplicity parameter

6fo = -0.04 + 0.08,

6 result clearly consistent with zero.

Tlie mass spectrum of events fitting the one constraint Tr lf- ir °

hypothesis and with a tut selectin5 PIT+ events (670 <M+0< 850 MeV)
7T- 7T

is shown in Fig. 3. The momentum transfer interval was 0.15 < |t| < 0.5(GeV/c)2
2The X  '.s  of the best Breit-Wigner and dipole fits shown  in the figure were

32.6 and 36.1, respectively, for 36 degrees of freedom, corresponding to

i

confidence levels of 63.1% and 46.5%. The widths of the fits were con-

strained in' a similar manner as  for the f°  fits (see Table I). The value

obtained for the duplicity parameter was

6A ,=   0.1-0   0.3,

a value consigtent with zero but ihconsistent with one, the value required

for a pure dipole fit.  The width of the dipole part was again constrained

to the value of the best dipole fit, in this case F = (30 f 5) Mev.

-           In summarv, we find the mass spectra of both the f° and A2 mesons

to be well fit by single peak Breit-Wigner resonance shapes.  In the f°

-      case, the fit to a Breit-Wigner shape is definitely preferred over the

fit to the dipole shape.  The results of the fitting procedures are given

in Table I.

We wish to acknowledge the assistance of the ZGS staff, and to
»

thank Argonne National Laboratory for the use of the neutron-counter hodoscope

and I2 computer.  We also wish to thank R. M. Brown and J. Wray for their

work on DOLLY programming and to G. Ascoli for useful discussions and aid in

the analysis.
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Table I. Summary of parameters obtained from fits to the mass spectra

2
Fit cr+Ar) Mass     r X /degrees Confidence Duplicity Signal/ Events above

input fit
,(Mey) (Mev); (MeV) of freedom Level Parameter, 6 Background Background

la)
f°,Breit-Wigner 1561: 25 1263t 6 1691: 20 39.9/54 0.92 1.48 1137

-0.04t0.08
(b) 537f°, Dipole 60t40 1277+2 38t4 71.5/54 0.05

(a) 2950 Ao.Breit-Wigner 100+20 1315i8 109+18 32.6/36 0.64 1.31
2' -0.1 + 0.3

(b) 170
A;, Dipole 50t35 1318t3 30+5 36.1/36 0.46

(a) Value taken from Particle Data Group, Phys. Letters. 39B, (1972), 1.

(b)
Dipole Widths were loosely constrained to overlap previously obtained values.
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Figure Captions

1.  Experimental apparatus.  (a)  Plan view.  (b)  Detail of target

region.

2.  Spectrum of the A A- mass.  The curved lines correspond to the fits

described in the text.· The straight lines indicate linear fits to

the background.

3.  Spectrum of the A A-A° mass containing a p-A cut.  The curved lines
I

correspond to the fits described in the text.  The straight lines

indicate linear fits to the background.
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